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THEHANDBOOK
OFINDUSTRIAL
ORGANIZATION
is mistitled. At the very
least, the volumes produced by Richard Schmalensee and Robert Willig
and their cadre of authors are a Two-hand book. Indeed, given the
weight of each volume, it would be more appropriate to call the product
a Two-arm book. (This is not to be confused with the two-armed bandit
of probability theory and consumer search theory, although those aware
of the $157 price tag might question whether I have too quickly dismissed the latter appellation.)
The substantial product admirably achieves the goal the editors articulate: "Our purpose has been to provide reasonably comprehensive
and up-to-date surveys of recent developments and the state of knowledge in the major areas of research in this field as of the latter part of
the 1980's, written at a level suitable for use by non-specialist economists and students in advanced graduate courses." The two volumes
of the Handbook will indeed " serve as a source, reference, and teaching
supplement for industrial organization (or industrial economics).""
I am gratefulto my colleaguesBruceAckerman,WilliamBrainard,andRichardLevin
fortheirhelpfulcommentsanddiscussions,andto the discussantsPaulMacAvoyandSam
Peltzmanfor theircomments.
1. Both quotationsin Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 1, p. xi).
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To be sure, the two volumes are not equally weighty. Volume 1,
which is overwhelmingly theoretical, as it contains surveys of the determinants of firm and market organization and the analysis of market
behavior, is far larger-in weight and girth-than volume 2, which
surveys more applied issues and includes pieces on empirical methods
and results, international issues and comparisons, and government intervention in the marketplace. The imbalance between theory and applications is even greater than an eyeing or hefting of the volumes
reveals. Although a few of the surveys in volume 1 discuss empirical
material, the more applied volume contains a very heavy dose of theory
in the contributions of Ronald Braeutigam on "Optimal Policies for
Natural Monopolies" and David Baron on "Design of Regulatory
Mechanisms and Institutions."
The predominance of theory in these surveys accurately represents
the character of recent research in industrial organization. It lends persuasive support to the perennial plea of editors of journals concentrating
in the field for more good applied papers. In their preface, Schmalensee
and Willig mention four exciting trends in the field of industrial organization that they believe make preparation and publication of the
Handbook particularly timely. One among these is that "new waves of
empirical and experimental work in industrial organization are gathering
momentum, driven by clarified views of the limitations of the previous
focus on cross-sectional interindustry studies, and by the profusion of
new hypotheses and possibly testable conclusions produced by the explosion of theoretical work."2 The relative attention that theory and
applications receive in the surveys accurately reflects that while empirical and experimental work may be gaining momentum, they are not
yet fully up to the speed of theoretical developments. I shall try, later
in this review, to suggest an explanation for this unbalanced growth.
Given the division of labor between Franklin Fisher, in his companion essay in this issue, and me, my remarks here will focus on parts
1, 4, and 5 of the Handbook. These parts survey material on the determinants of firm and market organization, international issues and
comparisons, and government intervention in the marketplace. I shall
concentrate particularly on the first and the last of these three topics
and the connections between them.
2. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 1, p. xi).
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Content and Style of the Handbook
The individual chapters are, on the whole, well written. There are,
however, many more minor (probably typographical) errors than one
would ever want to have remain in such an important compendium.
Misspellings, inaccurate cross-references to other chapters, and grammatical slips are numerous. In some cases, as when negations are incorrectly inserted or inadvertently omitted, when (on one occasion)
several sentences are omitted, or when important slips in equations
occur, the errors significantly impede understanding. One hopes that
the upcoming second printing will find them repaired.
The various authors use different approaches to present their material.
The variety enhances the readability of the volumes taken as a whole
and shows the effectiveness of alternative ways of interpreting the surveyor's task. Some authors provide a systematic exposition of the material, as John Panzar does in "Technological Determinants of Firm
and Industry Structure." This essay is particularly useful in distilling
the contributions of the important monograph Contestable Markets and
the Theory of Industry Structure, coauthored by Baumol, Panzar, and
Willig. Another skillful deployment of this most systematic approach
is David Baron's tour de force in expositing the literature on regulatory
mechanism design to which he has contributed so much.
Some authors more self-consciously take several steps back from the
material they are surveying. This helps them to bring recent work into
perspective, to draw together different models, and to shape the central
issues currently addressed. It also enables the authors to bring into
sharp focus the important questions for future research. Bengt Holmstrom and Jean Tirole very effectively adopt this approach in their fine
contribution on the theory of the firm and its contractual basis.
A third type of lens is used by Paul Joskow and Nancy Rose in their
essay on the effects of economic regulation. Combining methodological
and substantive views of their subject, Joskow and Rose begin with an
exposition of alternative frameworks and empirical methodologies for
assessing the effects of regulation. They then survey the particular
effects of regulation on prices, costs, innovation, product quality, and
wealth distribution that researchers have uncovered by using these methodologies.
Finally, in the chapter on the determinants and effects of vertical
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integration, Martin Perry successfully draws together several important
strands of literature. He describes and assesses old and new theoretical
explanations of why firms at different stages of the production process
might integrate their operations. But he also integrates an evaluation
of the empirical research that bears on the alternative explanations.
Each chapter is written by a major player in the field, which assures
that the reader is getting an expert's eyeview. The various authors also
strive to provide a balanced view of the approaches to their subjects.
Each writer tries to alert the reader to the problems as well as the
contributions of the theory or approach with which he or she is identified. Given the natural enthusiasm of a participant in a research program, however, a somewhat different structuremight have been valuable.
One or another chapter might have been written by a knowledgeable,
but more critical, less sympathetic scholar. Alternatively, and probably
even better, each chapter might have been accompanied by a critical
comment prepared not necessarily to critique the survey itself but to
provide a different evaluative viewpoint on the material covered in the
piece. For example, the reader might have come away from the Handbook with a broader perspective if the volumes had contained a critical
assessment of the achievements of transaction cost economics by someone who is less of an aficionado than Oliver Williamson, who indeed
is its major prophet-, and a similar piece on the literature on regulatory
mechanism design by someone who is less enmeshed in the subject
than David Baron. I choose these examples not because I am unenthusiastic about the work surveyed by Baron and Williamson, respectively,
but, on the contrary, because I believe some contributions in these two
areas have been transformative.
There are two notable gaps in the parts of the Handbook that I am
reviewing. Indeed, the footnotes in the preface suggest that Schmalensee and Willig are as dismayed as this reader that one or another author
did not deliver the chapters, which had been planned for inclusion, that
would fill these holes.
The first gap is the absence of a systematic treatment of empirical
work on the contractual nature of the firm. Such a survey would have
naturally complemented the Holmstrom-Tirole survey in the same way
as the Noll, Joskow-Rose, and Gruenspecht-Lave chapters on economic
regulation and health, safety, and environmental regulation complement
the more theoretical contributions of Braeutigam and Baron. There is
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an empirical literature, however slender, on each of the four major
theoretical topics considered by Holmstrom and Tirole-the boundaries
and character of firms, their capital structures, the role of management
(and particularly the separation of ownership and control), and the
internal hierarchical organization of the firm. A chapter that told the
reader what we know empirically about the various theoretical models
that have been proffered on these issues would have been valuable. For
example, what effects of separation of ownership and control have been
identified? How effective is the market for corporate control, and particularly the instruments of takeover and merger, in generating efficient
managerial behavior? What evidence is there that executive compensation schemes provide effective internal discipline mechanisms or even
that they succeed in closely linking pay and performance? Do the executive compensation schemes that firms adopt follow the lines that
agency theory suggests? With regard to another of the issues that Holmstrom and Tirole treat in their chapter, which of the several arguments
about determination of a firm's financing find support in empirical research? Is the debt-equity ratio chosen to provide optimal incentives to
management, or is it selected to signal to market participants information that the firm management possesses, or both? How important
are the control rights, rather than the residual return stream, that a
voting share confers on its owner?
In the course of their discussion of theoretical issues, Holmstrom
and Tirole do provide a few brief references to related empirical work.
Furthermore, Panzar in his discussion of the econometrics of multiproduct cost functions, Williamson in his review of empirical studies
in transaction cost economics, and Perry in his discussion of empirical
studies of vertical integration all provide some assessment of what we
know empirically about firm formation and organization. But it would
have been useful to have these several strands and others-for example,
work on labor contracts, capital structures, and executive compensation
structures as they reflect the contractual basis of the firm-drawn together. The chapter that Schmalensee and Willig intended to include
showing how theoretical and empirical tools from modern financial
economics have illuminated issues in industrial organization would have
helped here.
The second major omission is the absence of a chapter providing an
analysis of antitrust policies and their enforcement. Several chapters
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take up the slack as Perry and Williamson in part 1 and Ordover and
Saloner, Varian, and others in part 3 discuss various aspects of antitrust
policy. But a more unified treatment of the theory and practice of
antitrust law and policy would have been valuable. Such a chapter could
have examined the interplay between theory and policy in a number of
significant recent developments.
One of these developments is the more sophisticated approach that
has been taken to market power, its significance, and its measurement
across the spectrum of antitrust law. Another phenomenon of interest
is the changing role and content of per se rules against specific pracfor example-and the corresponding expansion in
tices-price-fixing,
the breadth of application in substance, if not in name, of rule-of-reason
analyses. The chapter on antitrustpolicy could have analyzed the changes
in merger law in the last decade and linked them to our new understanding of firm behavior and organization. Two other areas in which
recent developments in industrial organization could have been related
to antitrust policy are, first, our more sophisticated understanding of
vertical restraints and the law's more lenient treatment of them so long
as the prices are not involved, and, second, the insights (if any) that
work in information economics and strategic behavior provide for the
assessment of information exchanges among firms and related facilitating practices. Finally, such a chapter could have taken up issues of
antitrust enforcement and, in particular, questions about the role of
private litigation, which a number of economists have studied in the
last decade or so.
Just as there are gaps in coverage, so there are overlaps as well. But
these multiple coverings of the same ground are illuminating, as when
Holmstrom and Tirole, Williamson, and Perry all treat the issue of
vertical integration-indeed, when they discuss the same work-but
from somewhat different points of view.3 For Holmstrom and Tirole,
it is essential that a theory of the firm be able to explain the occurrence
and extent of vertical integration if the theory is to address one of the
fundamental issues within its domain, namely, the scale and scope of
firms. Williamson treats vertical integration as "the paradigm problem"
of transaction cost economics; he believes that an understanding of
3. Grossmanand Hart(1986); and Williamson(1971, 1975, 1985).
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vertical integration illuminates much more general issues of complex
economic

organization.

While Holmstrom and Tirole and Williamson locate their analyses
of vertical integration squarely within the incomplete-contracting model,
Perry surveys a broader range of explanations of vertical integration,
in particular those in which market imperfections are featured. (All
three essays briefly mention technological economies that may give rise
to vertical integration.) The greater breadth of Perry's treatment is
appropriate, of course, because the subject of his chapter is precisely
defined as the determinants and effects of vertical integration.
Similarly, Noll, Joskow and Rose, and Gruenspecht and Lave all
discuss aspects of the interplay between politics and economics in regulatory settings. For Noll, that interplay is the focal point of his interpretative survey on the politics of regulation. The other two chapters
treat political economy issues within the context of the particular type
of regulation they are examining. Joskow and Rose view the political
economy approach to regulation, with its emphasis on the interaction
among interest groups for whom particular regulatory measures carry
different costs and benefits, as a framework within which to assess the
effects of economic regulation. They pay particular attention to what
research on the political economy of regulation has revealed about the
distributional effects of regulation and deregulation. Gruenspecht and
Lave attend to the political origins of health, safety, and environmental
regulation. They also describe how the political economy approach
illuminates the formulation of goals for agencies and the rents that such
social regulation generates.
The various overlaps in coverage are useful because they provide
different perspectives on the same phenomenon or at least demonstrate
different contexts in which it is relevant. But the overlaps are also
interesting because they identify several Schelling points, as it were,
of work on the theory of the firm and government regulation of the
marketplace.

Trends that Motivated the Editors
One does not know, of course, whether the several trends that Schmalensee and Willig identify as coming together to make the Handbook's
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appearance so timely were ones they sighted before or after they saw the
papers. But all of these trends are salient in the three partsof the Handbook
I am reviewing here.
I have already mentioned the gathering momentum of empirical and
experimental research to which the editors refer. A second principal development they cite is the "recent and ongoing revolution that is reexamining all microeconomic phenomena as strategic interactions with
explicitly-specified (and often asymmetric) informationstructures," which
they observe is particularly focused on industrial organization.4 The surveys of the determinants of firm and market structure and government
intervention in the marketplace make abundantlyclear the large formative
role the information economics revolution, and especially analysis of the
effects of asymmetric information, has played in deepening our understanding of the economics of the firm and the economics of regulatory
interactions. As Holmstrom and Tirole emphasize, for example, it was
the development of information economics in the 1970s that provided the
basis for the recent analysis of the organizational structureof firms, which
"has centered on an improved understanding of how one goes about
contracting when people know different pieces of information of relevance
for the organization as a whole."5
Similarly, the centrality of informationeconomics and strategic analysis
to the literature on the design of mechanisms to govern firm-regulator
interactions is announced by Baron at the outset of his contribution: "The
focus of this chapter is the design of regulatory policies that take into
account the opportunities for strategic behavior provided by incomplete
and limited observability on the part of the regulator.'"6 Whether or not
adoption of the information-economics perspective constitutes the replacement of one Kuhnian paradigm by another, because of developments in
information economics we now view both firm organization and regulatory
interactions very differently than we did twenty years ago, and there is
no turning back.
The third trend to which the editors allude is the blurring of the traditional boundaries between historically different fields of economics.
They observe that the perfectly competitive model, which had been central
4. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 1, p. xi).
5. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 1, p. 64).
6. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 2, p. 1349).
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to fields such as internationaltrade and macroeconomics, is being replaced
by imperfect-competition models drawn from industrialorganization. This
development is certainly apparentin the literaturePaul Krugman surveys
under the heading of "Industrial Organization and InternationalTrade."
Models of Chamberlinian monopolistic competition as well as models of
duopoly in which firms deploy various tools of strategic behavior are
prominently featured in this literature and in Krugman's review.
Finally, Schmalensee and Willig observe that developments in the policy arena have contributed to the excitement of industrial organization.
"[A] bevy of significant policy issues squarely in the domain of industrial
organization has been at the forefront of public and political attention in
recent years," they write.7 Among the issues the editors mention are
takeover and merger activity, the movement toward deregulation, and the
increasing globalization of competition. Not only do these issues draw
researchers directly into the policy arena, but they also provide an important impetus to theoretical and empirical research.
The links between policy issues and research developments, both theoretical and empirical, are apparent not only in the chapters directly focused on the politics and economics of regulation but also in the more
theoretical contributions. For example, much of the work that Panzar
surveys on technological determinants of firm and market structure was
stimulated by antitrust and regulatory cases in the 1970s that involved
large multiproduct firms. A good bit of the literature on the design of
regulatory policies and mechanisms, which is reviewed in the Baron and
Braeutigam chapters, had its origins in some of those same cases and,
with respect to material Baron covers, in concerns about controlling pollution by firms that have different production technologies and more information about those technologies than the regulators possess. Many
theoretical inquiries that introduced imperfect-competition models in international trade, of the type reviewed by Krugman, were stimulated by
the increasing globalization of competition, accompanying concerns about
the competitiveness of U.S. industry, and complaints about the restrictive
trade practices of various countries. The conceptual developments in the
theory of the firm, and transaction cost economics in particular, were
related to policy concerns about mergers, takeovers, and other corporate
restructurings.The policy-research agenda nexus would have been even
7. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 1, p. xii).
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more clearly illuminated had the Handbook contained the missing chapters
on antitrustpolicy (for example, vis-'a-vis mergers, facilitating practices,
and predation) and financial economics contributions(with regardto issues
such as mergers and takeovers and the market for managers).

Inward to the New Frontier
Three other tendencies seem to me to mark recent developments in
the literature surveyed in the substantive bookends, parts 1 and 5, of
the two volumes of the Handbook. First, much recent research on the
theory of firm and market organization and on government intervention
in the marketplace has systematically unpacked the concepts we had,
for the most part, previously taken as primitive to our analysis. Another
way to describe this development is to say that recent literature in
industrial organization has taken as a major concern the treatment of
microeconomic structures and relations as endogenous or at least as
more endogenous than they were treated before.
"The firm" in today's industrial organization discourse is a much
richer concept than it was twenty-five years ago. And this is so even
though leading contributors to the literature, such as Holmstrom and
Tirole, characterize this field of inquiry as still "young and immature. " 8
The firm is no longer a lifeless production or cost function with a
manager facing spot prices and mechanically selecting the profitmaximizing input-output combination from the technologically feasible
set. The relations among the firm's owner(s), its manager(s), its workers, and its capital and materials suppliers are now to be understood as
the result of optimization decisions by agents making choices within
the technological and transactional environments (including information
structure and human characteristics, like bounded rationality and opportunism) they face.
Similarly, our understanding of "regulatory constraint" is much
deeper than it was. This greater depth is an awareness not just of the
unintended (as well as intended) effects that imposing regulation can
have but of the complexity of what it means to impose a regulatory
constraint on a firm. Regulatory policies are modeled not as simple
8. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 1, p. 64).
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constraints imposed on a mechanically responsive firm but as endogenous outcomes of the interactions among political constituencies, legislators, regulators, and the regulated entities. Again each player is
viewed as making its decision within a well-specified technological and
strategic (particularly, information) environment.
To be sure, these more profound understandings of basic concepts
in industrial organization and regulation did not spring full-blown in
the last period of time. Each set of developments had its precursors.
For example, Oliver Williamson's chapter on "Transaction Cost Economics" traces the origins of that literature's contribution to our
understandingof firm formation to the work of Coase, Commons, Barnard,
and Llewellyn in the 1930s. Roger Noll, in his chapter on "Economic
Perspectives on the Politics of Regulation," also cites, though briefly, the
precursorsof George Stigler's seminal 1971 article, "The Theory of Economic Regulation." Arguably, however, it was Stigler's contribution that
startedthe surge in literatureon the political economy of regulatorypolicy.9
Overall, this emphasis on examining and understanding entities and
relations that we had taken as given-the firm, the regulatoryconstraintpervades the recent literatureon which the Handbook contributorsfocus.
The mission of the industrial organization literatureremains to understand
the behavior of a particular set of economic agents and the implications
that behavior has for market structures and processes, economic performance, and public policies toward the marketplace. But we now develop
explanations and predictions of those agents' behavior starting from a
more microanalytic level than we had before.

The InterdisciplinaryReach of Recent Research
A second characteristic of recent research on the theory of the firm
and government intervention in the marketplace is its interdisciplinary
character. The work of Williamson and others on transaction cost economics explicitly combines the insights of legal scholarship and organization theory with those of economics to explain the origins and
functioning of firms and other economic institutions. Strong links between economics and accounting have also been forged as theories of
9. Stigler(1971).
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firm structureand hierarchieshave focused on incentive mechanisms
and monitoringin principal-agentrelations. The confluenceof the concerns of designers of modernaccountingsystems and those who seek
to explain incentive structuresin firms is apparentin the Holmstrom
and Tirole chapteron the theory of the firm.
Despite the importanceof concepts such as boundedrationalityand
opportunismin these moderntheories of the firm, the Handbook chapters on this subjectcontain virtuallyno citationsto the recent literature
on individual psychology. Several pieces do cite HerbertA. Simon's
seminal work Models of Man, publishedin 1957, for its discussion of
boundedrationalityand its implications. Insofaras the theories of the
firmaim to explain the structureand governancerules of organizations
when individualagents are less thanthe omniscient, fully rationalcharacters of more traditionalmodels, it would seem that the insights psychologists have to offer into humanbehavior, particularlywith regard
to gatheringand processing informationand actingupon thatdatabase,
would be pertinent.10
Some researchof cognitive psychologists is noted by Gruenspecht
and Lave in their discussions of risk assessmentand the setting of riskreductiongoals. Furthermore,in recent work, Roger Noll and James
Krierhave broughtsome of the learningof cognitive psychologists to
bear on the demand for and supply of regulationof risk.11But there
seems to be much more scope for infusion of ideas from these psychologists in industrialorganizationand especially in new theories of
the firm.Forexample, conventionalexpected-utilitymaximizersremain
the central actors in many formal models in the modern contractual
theoryof the firm. Some cognitive psychologistshave found, however,
that people systematically departfrom the conventional mode of decision analysis when they make choices underrisk and that some commonkindsof mistakesoccurin the assessmentof therelevantprobabilities.
What are the implications of these findingsfor the formal contractual
models and the theories that build upon them? Can the observed departuresfrom conventionalanalysis be incorporatedto yield new predictions about firm structure?
As the Noll, Joskow-Rose, and Gruenspecht-Lavechaptersall make
10. See, for exampleKahneman,Slovic, andTversky(1982).
11. Noll and Krier(1990).
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clear, work on economic regulationhas increasinglyjoined with work
in political science and law in trying to understandbetter the origins
as well as the effects of regulatorypolicy. The effort has been aimed
at developing a sound, microeconomicallybased theoryof the political
behaviorthat leads to the creation and directionof regulatoryinstitutions. This is neitheran intellectuallyimperialisticattemptto take over
the political scientists' and legal scholars' understandingof regulation
andits origins nor a desertionof the field of concernswith the economic
effects of regulation.
The intensifiedinteractionwith political science and law is, instead,
a naturalconsequence of the broadening,in the last twenty-five years
or so, of the issues that are understoodto lie within the domain of the
economics of regulation. As more effort has been devoted to asking
why a particularset of regulations has been put in place and those
regulationsare administeredthe way they are, the desirabilityof drawing uponpolitical scientists' theoriesof interest-grouppolitics andlegal
scholars'understandingof the administrativeprocessis apparent."The
details of political and economic institutionsand how they affect both
distributionaland efficiency consequencesof policies" have become a
centralissue in moderntheories of regulation.12
As the evaluative reviews by Noll and by Joskow and Rose make
clear, these inquiries into the political economy of regulationare still
at an early stage, and the theory in this area leads by a considerable
marginour accumulatedquantitativeresults. Furthermore,as Joskow
and Rose emphasize at the end of their chapter, "The work on the
political economy of regulationmust inevitablybe carefully relatedto
the effects of economic regulationand the way economic regulationis
accomplished.The politics and economic consequences of regulation
are intertwinedin complex ways. "13

The Role of Law in Theories of the Firm and Regulation
Reading parts 1 and 5 of the Handbook together suggests a third
additionaltheme, albeit one less explicit than any of the others I have
12. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 2, p. 1262).
13. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 2, p. 1498).
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discussed. It is the convergence of the literaturesof the theory of the
firm and governmentinterventionin the marketplace.
One might begin by noting the commonalityof the referencesin part
l's chapterson the theory of the firm and the works cited in the more
theoreticalchapterson regulatoryinstitutions.In partthatcommonality
reflectsthe fact thatboth topics fall withinthe field of microeconomics.
Hence, both have been dramaticallyaffectedby the recentinformationeconomics and strategic-interactionrevolutionthat is still going on in
the study of microeconomicphenomena.But the set of specific references that the recent literatureon the theoryof the firmshareswith the
work on governmentinterventionis broader. For example, the same
multiproductcost functionconcepts thatJohnPanzarpresentsand then
applies to the determinationof firm and industrystructureare central
to Ronald Braeutigam'spresentationof the analysis of "Optimal Policies for NaturalMonopolies."
The Theory of the-Firm and the Legal Structure

More fundamentally,however, the two literaturesare converging
becausethe ideas thathave becomecentralto the literatureon the theory
of the firm implicate a legal and regulatoryframework. A defining
characteristicof the recent researchon why firms exist and how they
are structuredis its emphasis on incomplete contractsand, in one approach, propertyrights. The concept of what is contractibleis central
to recentanalysesof the choice betweenrelyingon arrangementswithin
a firmversusdependinguponmarkettransactions.An attractivefeature
of MartinPerry's chapteron the determinantsand effects of vertical
integrationis his effort to relate the concept of incomplete contracts
invoked in the literatureon the theoryof the firmto featuresof contract
law, to wit, treatmentby the UniformCommercialCode and the courts
of conditions precedent and indefinite contracts. A paper by Alan
Schwartz, "Legal ContractTheories and IncompleteContracts," exploresin greaterdepththe connectionsbetweenthe incompletecontracts
of theorists'models andthe doctrinesof contractlaw as the courtsapply
them.14
Furthermore,discussions of hierarchicalrelationswithin firmsnec14. Schwartz (1990).
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essarily drawupon ideas aboutauthorityandrely on assumptionsabout
which actions by occupantsof differentlevels of the hierarchywill and
will not be enforced. Holmstromand Tirole include in their survey a
brief discussion of the role of authority,particularlyits delegation, in
the internalhierarchyof the firm. Previewingthe subsection, they caution the reader,though, that theirdiscussion makes "little referenceto
models for the simple reason that there is almost no formal work" on
the topic and that their remarkson it are "intended to bring attention
to a big gap in formal theorizing about the firm." In the discussion
itself Holmstrom and Tirole remark that "authority-its scope and
entitlements-is a ratherelusive concept." 15
Incompletecontracts, authorityrelations, and relatedconcepts, and
the approachesthat build upon them, presupposea legal structureor a
set of social normsthatestablisheswhatrightsindividuals(andgroups)
have and how those rights will be enforced. Although recognition of
legal constraintshas always been an essential partof the economics of
regulation, the central role of legal rules in the theory of the firm is
new-a far cry from the features on which the standard(textbook)
neoclassical theory of the firm focused.
To see how importanta legal structureis to the new economic theory
of the firm, consider the two majornecessary conditions for contractibility of a transaction:observability and verifiability. Each of these
requirementsentails the physical capacityto undertakea particularact.
As to observability,a partymust be able to determine,by some sensory
mode, whethera particularevent has occurred;with regardto verifiability, one or anotherpartymust be able to display to a thirdpartywhat
has transpiredandthatoutsiderto the transactionmustbe able to discern
thatreality. There are not only physical requirementsfor each of these
preconditionsto contractibility,but resource requirementsas well. It
takes resources, at least some time and effort, to observe an action,
and it surely requiresresources for parties to a transactionto provide
the necessary data to a third party and for that third party to reach a
judgmentabout what has, in fact, occurred.
Observabilityand verifiabilityalso take as given certainfeaturesof
a legal system. That is transparentin the case of verifiability. A third
party(whethera courtor anotherdispute-resolvinginstitution)must be
15. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 1, pp. 107, 123).
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provided, rules must be set for how the thirdpartywill go about verifying what occurred, and all parties must share an understandingof
what force the third party's verificationwill have. But the role of the
law is as importantwith regardto the essential element of observability
because the set of legal rules or social norms will determinewhat can
and cannot be observed, what informationeconomic agents need to
record and to make available, and what entitlementsto nondisclosure
one or anotherparty possesses.
Indeed, the asymmetryof informationthat gives rise to the problem
of observabilityis itself a function of the legal system or set of social
norms governing the society. The significance of the informational
asymmetry, and particularlywhetherit gives rise to what Williamson
calls informationimpactedness, depends, as he has stressed, on the
costs of achievinginformationalparity.But those resourcecosts depend
on the assignmentof rights to informationthat the legal system makes
andthe mode of protectionit provides. The cost of achievingsymmetry
in the informationavailable to the parties depends on what the law
stipulates about the conditions underwhich and the terms upon which
one party will be able to secure informationfrom another. The informationbase itself may well dependon the kindsof datathe law requires
a party to obtain and to retain about itself.
Regulation and the Legal Structure

As recent work in industrialorganizationhas unpackedcentralconcepts in microeconomics-in particular,the firm-some of the more
primitiveconcepts have thus turnedout to be laden with legal content.
Centralfeaturesof ourmodernunderstandingsandtheoriesof the firmcontractibility,commitment, authority-are rooted in the legal structure. As I shall illustrateby focusing on partsof David Baron'schapter,
this is even increasinglythe case in regulatoryeconomics, which has
always had to be attentive to the characterof the public regulatory
intervention.
Since regulatoryinteractionsare now more explicitly analyzed as
equilibria of well-specified games, as noted in the literatureBaron
surveys, it becomes even more importantto specify with great care
"the authoritygrantedto the regulator," for it is this authorityand the
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limits on it that dictate importantpartsof the game's structure.16Furthermore,as the regulator'sincomplete informationabout the firms it
regulates and the regulator's limited ability to observe those firms'
actions take a centralplace in the theory of designing regulatoryinstitutions, the legal structureis once again implicated,just as it is in the
new theory of the firm. This involvement is most apparentwhen the
regulatorhas the authorityto commandcertain informationfrom the
firmandto monitorthe firm'sperformance,a realisticsituationdepicted
in a set of models that Baron reviews. But consider, more generally,
regulatoryschemes that are intendedto provide the subject firms with
a fair returnor adequateprofits. As Baron writes, "In regulatorycontexts with informationalasymmetries, the adequacyof the profit of a
firmmustbe relativeto informationthatbothis observableby all parties
andis verifiableby a thirdpartywith enforcementpowers.s 17 In short,
a regulatory scheme that guarantees the firm a fair return must be
contractible,andhence such an arrangementpresupposesa legal structure the same way a privately contractibletransactiondoes.
Baronalso stressesthe difficultyof designingregulatorymechanisms
and institutionsin a multiperiodsetting, which is the situation most
actualregulatorsface. The problemis how to avoid, or at least to limit,
opportunisticbehavioron the partof the regulatorand the firmand the
inefficienciesthat attendsuch behavior. Opportunismwill arise on the
regulator'spart because the regulator"wish[es] to design the mechanismto be responsiveto the evolutionof informationandperformance"
as uncertaintyis resolvedanddemandandtechnologyconditionschange.
"This requiressome means of committingnot to act opportunistically
when doing so would result in ex ante inefficiency," Baron writes.18
Baron believes that attaining commitment is particularlydifficult
when governmentsor public agencies are players. He is dubious that
the regulatorhas means of endogenously generatingcommitmentthat
are comparableto those the partieshave in privatecontracting.Baron
goes on to explore the possibility that the regulatorand the firm might
be motivated "to reach a voluntaryarrangementin which the firm is
16. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 2, pp. 1349, 1351).
17. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 2, p. 1411).
18. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 2, pp. 1391, 1392).
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offered some protection from the actions of the regulatorand, in exchange, limits its ability to withdrawfrom the arrangement."He uses
the term "fair" to characterizea regulatoryrelationshipin which the
firm forgoes its right to withdrawfrom the relation and the regulator
is required"to choose policies that are compensatorygiven the information revealed by the firm in earlier periods.' '19 Apart from that re-

striction, the regulatoris unconstrained;each period the regulatorcan
choose a policy that is optimal given the informationit has.
In an example Baron presents, which he and Besanko devised, the
regulatorand the firmboth preferthe fairnessarrangementto whatthey
can attain with no commitment.The result, however, is not a general
one, as Baronnotes. He also observesthatdespitethe difficultiesagencies and governmentshave in making commitments, legal structures
and institutions-common law precedents, statutes setting out both
substantiveandproceduralrequirements,legislatures,andcourts-provide another way to create fair regulatoryrelations. By providing a
frameworkthat raises each party's level of commitment-the regulator's to providean adequatereturn,the firm'sto remainin the marketthe legal structurereduces the parties' need for inefficient sinking of
resources to demonstratetheir commitment. Note, furthermore,that
even if the fair regulatoryarrangementwere arrivedat voluntarily, as
in the Baron and Besanko example, a need would still exist for a
backgroundset of legal institutionsto enforce the agreementover time.
Another potential convergence of some work on the theory of the
firmand the literatureon regulationis suggestedby Baron's use of the
wordfairto describea regulatoryrelationwithparticularcharacteristics.
Although the characteristicshe ultimately associates with the termadequateprofit for the firm and no exit by the firm-more plausibly
describe outcomes than processes, Baron's motivationis to constrain
the opportunismeach partycan exercise. In that sense, he is concerned
with aspectsof the process itself, notjust with the outcomesit generates.
The more empiricalsurveys of regulationalso reflect the concernof
this branchof industrialorganizationwith issues of processin specifying
regulatorygoals, enacting regulatorystatutes, and administeringregulatoryrules. For example, Gruenspechtand Lave observe that in the
area of federal health, safety, and environmentalregulation, Congress
19. Schmalensee and Willig (1989, vol. 2, pp. 1405-6, 1410, 141 1).
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has not legislated clearly statedgoals but has, at least implicitly, relied
on administrativeproceduresand decision frameworks,which it has
delineated,to generatethe goals. Congresshas engaged, as Gruenspecht
and Lave characterizeit, in "defining social goals throughprocess."20
When taken together, requirementsthat agencies give notice of considerationof particularregulations,receive the views of the public, and
explain their decisions specify a process from which emerge not only
particularrules but also the goals of regulationin the area.
In his chapteron the politics of regulation,Noll remindsus, however,
that legislators may not always have high-mindedmotives for leaving
goal articulationto the interstices of regulatoryagency decisions. He
refersto MorrisFiorina'spointthatthe elaboratefact-findingprocedures
in regulatorystatutesmay be a device for lifting the responsibilityfor
difficult, conflict-laden decisions from the legislators' shoulders and
placing it on those of the bureaucrats.The only definite policy preference expressed by the coalition responsible for the statute may be
"that the issue be resolved in an adversarial,evidentiaryprocess that
is constructedto reach some sort of compromise."21 The legislators
can, and do, specify proceduraldetails to control the policy outcome
by determining,for example, who will be representedin the decision
process. Noll's discussion of the effects of the proceduralrequirements
of the National EnvironmentalProtection Act of 1970 convincingly
illustratesthe use of proceduraldetailsto shapepolicyoutcomes.Viewed,
complementarily,from the perspective of an agency administeringa
statute,changes in the stringencyof regulationcan be effected by subtle
changes in process and need not await the passage of dramaticlegislation.
Characteristicsof process-for example, openness, fairness-are
valued for themselves as well as for their role in specifying goals and
producingprograms. It is noteworthy, therefore, that one of the developmentsOliver Williamson sees in prospectin transactioncost economics is that "transactioncost argumentswill be qualified to make
allowancefor process values such as fairnessthatnow appearin a rather
ad hoc way."22
20. SchmalenseeandWillig (1989, vol. 2, p. 1532).
21. SchmalenseeandWillig (1989, vol. 2, p. 1279).
22. SchmalenseeandWillig (1989, vol. 1, p. 178).
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The Imbalance between Theoretical and Empirical Work
The convergencebetweenthe analysisof the firmandits organization
andthe analysis of regulationsuggests one possible explanationfor the
imbalancebetween theoreticaland empiricalresearchin industrialorganization in recent years. Observe that most of the empirical work
reviewed in the Handbook is a set of studies of firms interactingin
markets. Although a large number of the studies surveyed proceed
within the conventional structure-conduct-performance
paradigm, a
substantialsegment of the work-in particular,that which Bresnahan
labels the "new empirical industrialorganization"-draws on the recent outburstof theoreticalanalysis of marketbehavior.Thereis much
less empiricalwork that capitalizes on new developmentsin the theory
of the firm.
One of the major lessons of researchon economic regulation, especially as reviewed by Noll, Joskow and Rose, and Gruenspechtand
Lave, is that in analyzing the effect of regulation,the researchermust
be exceptionally attentive to institutional detail. It does not suffice
simply to representthe firm subject to regulationas the paradigmatic
neoclassical firmsubjectto an additionalconstraint.Furthermore,when
the effects of regulation are explored by empirical comparisonswith
unregulatedfirms or unregulatedperiods, it is imperative, as Joskow
andRose stress, to be precise in defining"what legal institutions(common law, franchising, etc.) actuallyexist in the 'unregulated'regime.
'Unregulated'marketsmay in practicebe marketssubjectto a different
form of regulatoryrestrictions(e.g. municipalfranchiseregulationrather
than state commission regulation),not marketssubjectto no regulation
at all.''23
To the extent that legal institutionsandregulatoryframeworksserve
as foundationsfor our models of firmsand our understandingsof how
they are formed and organized, the lesson of research on regulation
applies with force and makes high-qualityempiricalresearchmore difficult than ever. To be sure, some high-qualitywork is going forward.
As one example, Paul Joskow's several studies of contractsin energyrelated industries stand out, I believe, for the attention he pays to
institutionaldetail.
23. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 2, p. 1453).
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In several related papers, Joskow carefully-indeed, microscopically-studies the structureof transactionsbetween electric utilities
and coal suppliers.24The analysis requires that attention be paid to
the specific terms in contracts, the characterof investmentsin different assets, and the details of internal firm structureas well as to
more customary firm- and market-levelmeasures. The payoff to this
transaction-levelexaminationis an understandingof the very important
role that relation-specificinvestmentsplay in determiningthe vertical
structureof this industry. We learn how such investments affect the
choice between marketcontractingand vertical integrationand how,
when the former mode is selected, those investments influence the
selectionof termsin the contractbetweena utility andthe firmsupplying
it with coal. Joskow's work also shows how contractsin the industry
can be and are written to protect idiosyncratic investments of both
buyersand sellers. The protectionis incomplete, however, and carries
with it the potential costs of impeding efficient adaptationto changes
in marketconditions.
The challenge is not simply to understandthe importantfeaturesof
legal and economic institutions but to distill that knowledge into observationsaboutvariablesthatcan be used for empiricaltesting. Moving
from the theoretical formulation to empirical investigation, the researcherhas to develop operationalmeasuresof conceptsthatarecentral
to the new theories of the firm-for example, the concept of asset
specificityin transactioncost economics. Thedifficultconceptualization
involved in performingthese tasks, not to mention the hard work of
basic data collection itself, was bound to slow the pace of empirical
work in industrialorganizationas these new theories appeared.
The information-economicsrevolutionhas generatedyet anotherset
of problems for those who would put modern theories of industrial
organization-particularly work on the theory of the firm and government regulation-to the test. The explicit specificationof information
structuresand sequencing of agents' moves has become an essential
elementof microeconomicmodeling. Hence, empiricalresearcherswho
wouldtest such theoriesmustbe equallyexplicit aboutinformationsets
and strategiesin their empiricalmodels and data. The econometrician
must carefully distinguish between the informationthat was available
24. Joskow(1985, 1987, 1988, 1990).
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to the parties when they acted and the data he or she observes and uses
in the empirical analysis. Just ascertaining what information economic
agents had at some time in the past is no simple task; indeed, in some
circumstances it may be impossible. In modeling dynamic interactions,
the econometrician must also be explicit about how information unfolds
over time.
Not only are the formulation of the empirical model and the collection
of data more difficult when the information structure is critical, but the
interpretation of results and the drawing of inferences are more complicated. The appropriate conclusion may well depend on what the
parties knew at the time they acted. Baron provides a cogent example:
Supposethat, after the fact, the econometricianhad dataon actualcosts
and the price that had been set in a period. If the price were equal to the
actualmarginalcost yet informationhad been incompleteat the time the
price had been set, the conclusionthatshouldbe drawnis thatregulation
was inefficient, since price shouldhave been above marginalcost (except
in the case of the lowest conceivable cost). Similarly, if the price had
been above actualmarginalcost, the econometriciancould not conclude
that regulationhad been inefficient.25
Hence, the conclusions drawn from the comparison of price and actual
marginal cost that would be appropriate if information had been symmetric could be quite misleading if, in fact, the regulator and the firm
did not have a common information set. Of course, as Baron goes on
to observe, the econometrician may be able to use other data to assess
the efficiency of regulation. In static situations, data on rents earned
by the firm could be used, and in dynamic settings the time paths of
prices and costs could help.
Hence, econometric modeling and estimation of models with complicated, evolving information structures is more demanding than the
kind of empirical work that was required to test earlier theories of firm,
market, and regulatory behavior. Because of the multiplicity of difficulties-including reducing theoretical concepts to operational terms,
ascertaining the relevant information sets of different agents at various
points in time, and interpreting the results-there are serious questions
about the feasibility of the enterprise. Moreover, while it is unclear

25. SchmalenseeandWillig (1989, vol. 2, p. 1439).
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how much any one such study will illuminate, it is even less certain
how far we will be able to go beyond specific case studies. The scope
for generalization seems severely limited when the empirical model
must be so finely tuned to the specific information and strategic structure.

Some Implications for Policy
The recent directions in industrialorganizationresearch have implications for policy analysis and for microeconomic policy itself. I
suggest just two here.
First, our deeper understandingof the natureof the firmimplies the
need for greater attentionto the complexity of firms when designing
policy. We have long known that when the imposition of regulatory
controls is contemplated,the policy analyst must take account of the
ways in which the firmwill respond. The recent literaturesuggests the
importanceof recognizing the legal structurethat provides the backgroundagainst which those adjustmentswill take place. For example,
in assessing the effects of switchingto or froman automaticadjustment
mechanismfor one or anothertype of cost in utility rate-setting, it is
importantto take account of contractlaw provisionsthat circumscribe
the way the firm can respond. Similarly, the ways in which utility
commissionsdecide allowablecosts of supplierswill affectfirms'choices
aboutverticalintegrationandthe kinds of contractsthatregulatedfirms
will enter with suppliers. But those contractsand integrationdecisions
will also be affected by the backgroundrules of contractlaw. Furthermore, as relevant backgroundlegal rules evolve over time-for example, productliability law, environmentallaw, contractlaw-these
developmentswill affect regulated firmsjust as they do other enterprises, and these effects may reverberateon the firms' responses to
regulation.
Second, the contemporaryview of the firmas a mode of organization
thatis endogenouslychosen raises interestingquestionsaboutthe firm's
role as the central unit of antitrustanalysis. The SupremeCourtmost
recently faced this issue in Copperweld Corporation v. Independence
Tube Corporation, a 1984 case in which the Court held that a parent
corporation could not conspire with its wholly owned subsidiary in the
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legal sense contemplatedby Section 1 of the ShermanAct. Lowercourts
have since considered, and divided on, the issue of whethersuch conspiracy could occur between a parentcorporationand anothercorporation that it partiallyowned.
Given that we now better understandthe firm as a single endogenouslychosenpointon a continuumof relationsamongeconomicagents,
why should that type of organizationbe the startingpoint for analysis
of antitrustissues? And if the answer, as in Copperweld,is that sometimes the corporateveil should be pierced in antitrustlaw, what implications does that have for the relation between antitrustand other
areas of law-for example, tort-where the apparentseparatenessof
corporateentities (andthe limitationon liability it implies) is generally
respected?

Comments
and Discussion
Comment by Paul MacAvoy: Alvin Klevorick's appraisalis methodologically definitive as well as impressively comprehensive. I am
left only with issues of content. Specifically, Klevorick strongly approves the linkage from policy to new theory. My disapprovalresults
from my being unable to find linkage in the opposite direction.
Havingbeen occupied as a business school dean in the 1980s, I came
to the Klevorick paper, and ultimately to the Handbookof Industrial
Organization, without having read the recent research literatureon
industrialorganization.26My perspectiveis thatof someone seeking to
determinefrom these sources the causes and effects of regulatory"reform." Beyond that I am looking for more efficient managementpractices of regulatorsto be found in the new theory.
In the 1970s, regulationhad new, significantimpacts on important
sectorsof the economy. The process of controllingtariffsin the energy,
transportation,andcommunicationsindustriesbecameincreasinglydestructiveas the regulatoryagencies severely constrainedprice increases
duringperiods of high inflation.27At the same time, equipmentstan26. If any professorbelieves thatfunctioningas dean is compatiblewith keepingup
withthejournalliterature,thenI invite him or herto apply-there arefine deanshipsopen
in the top thirtybusinessschools each year.
27. Joskowand Rose in theiressay on empiricalfindingsdo not focus these findings
on the relationshipof regulationto generaleconomic conditions.Insteadthey describe
variousanalysesof the effects of regulationby industry.But on p. 1467 they conclude
thatregulationbothincreasesand decreasesprices, dependingon the context;referringto
the businesscycles of the 1970s, they find that "regulationseems to bind most when
nominalpricesarerisingquickly." In the conclusionof theirarticletheynotethat"macroeconomicdisturbancesof the 1970's . . .have been characterizedas the most severe disruptionssince the 1930's . . .[andthese gave rise to] the recentwave of Federalregulatory
reforms."Theirsupportingevidencefor this last, andmost important,conclusionis scant.
See SchmalenseeandWillig (1989, vol.2 pp. 1467, 1497).
265
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dardsto meet health, safety, and environmentalrequirementsreduced
GNP growthrates by one-half to 1 percentagepoint a year in the 1970s
in the eight most regulatedmanufacturingindustries.28There were no
commensurateeconomywide benefits from either holding down prices
in the utility industries or adding to costs and price increases in the
newly regulatedhealth, safety, and environmental(HSE) industries.29
To constructtheory that explains this patternrequiresdetermining
whetherit was causedby eitherthe methodor the purposeof regulating.
All the agencies limited company or average industryrevenues to the
level of book costs plus a returnon investmentset by discountedcashflow estimates of earnings in other industries. The lag of book costs
and comparableindustryearningsrates behindcurrentlong-termmarginal costs during periods of rapid inflation caused consistent application of this system to result in regulatedprices set too low. Even so,
this method conceivably was second-best in the absence of full information with large case-by-case transactionscosts. But in this period
the agencies were also pressuredby new special interestgroupswhose
measure of success was a constant nominal price level. The public
interest theory provides the first description, but the interest group
theory establishes the second description. The five essays related to
public regulationdo not select andorderthe availableevidence to allow
the readerto confirmone or the other.
Similar problems arise in developing theory to describe HSE regulation in the 1970s. The adoptionof design or equipmentstandardsfor
compliance with health standardscould be excused as a second-best
adjustmentto a significantlack of informationabout relationshipsbetween healthconditionsandindividualcompanyproduction,stackemissions, and so on. But interest groups directly benefited from cost
28. The magnitudesof GNP growtheffects from regulationare not assessedfor economic regulationin Joskow and Rose, althoughthey are cited for health, safety, and
environmental(HSE) regulationin Gruenspechtand Lave. Thereare numerouscongressional staff reports,studies done for testimonyin hearings,and submissionsbefore the
regulatorycommissionsthatassessGNPeffectssufficientlyto allowtheanalystto determine
these effects, however.One has to look elsewherethanin the Handbook.
29. Gruenspechtand Lave state that results to date indicatethat "the predominant
benefitsof HSE regulationcome from mitigatinghumanhealthproblems."They go on
only to discussthemethodologicalproblemsof measuringsuchbenefits.Theydo notreview
prominentestimatesin otherimportantsources. See Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol.
2, p. 1534).
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advantagesimposed by equipmentrequirementsor by avoiding what
otherwise would have been the direct costs of performancestandards.
It was not by chance that the air pollutioncontrolprocess set stringent
or militantgoals at the federal level, while implementationoccurredat
the local level where the state regulatorhad encounteredthe negative
feedbackin employmentreductionsand thereforehad to moderateenforcement. PerhapsGruenspechtand Lave did not have sufficient evidence to establishwhetherthe high-cost, low-benefitresultsfrom HSE
regulationin the 1970s were a mistakebecause of a poorly functioning
regulatorysystem operatingin the pubic interest or were results that
could be expected when specific interestsof membersof Congress are
served.
Duringthe 1980s these regulatoryeffects practicallyceased. Prices
for utility andcommoncarriertransportationservices increasedat rates
implying cash-flow paritywith other industries,and price increases in
the most regulatedHSE industriesmoderatedcommensuratewith greatly
reduced annual cost incrementsfrom regulationin th.oseparts of the
economy. (To be sure, prices in the automobileand constructionindustries still were sharply affected by cost increases related to regulation.)
The explanationcould be that substantialreductionstook place in
the scope of regulatoryactivities. Therewas a virtualdisappearanceof
regulationof interstatetransport,energy productionand distribution,
and telecommunications.30Federal HSE regulatoryenforcementwas
reducedto nonexistence during the Reagan administration.But regulation within the states was not cut back-there was no deregulation
or suspensionof commission operationsin the state governments.
If one searchesthe Handbook for explanationsaboutless federalbut
more state regulatoryactivity, one can find some clues. Noll's development of the public interest theory implies that deregulationshould
be observed when the costs of regulationexceed those of decontrol.
Certainlythe regulation-inducedshortage of naturalgas and deteriorating rail service imposed costs that qualified these industriesto be
firstin line for deregulation.But the pathbreakingderegulatoryactions
30. A FederalCommunications
Commissionregulationof interstatelong-distancetelephoneserviceswill probablynot be eliminateduntil "pricecaps" on AT&Tratesexceed
pricesset by companies.
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were in airline passengerservice and stockbrokerage,where the results
from controls were much less costly (and the transactionscosts of
decontrolwere not dissimilar). Further,the most costly and least beneficial regulatoryprocess has been in emission controls on industrial
and electricity production.That process was recently made worse by
the Clean Air Act of 1990, an act which is perhapsthe most comprehensive law yet passed based on productionlimits that impose new,
very large costs without reference to benefits. Without reviewing all
the cases, the theoreticalderegulatorypriorityorderingby "net regulatory costs" seems to have been reversed in practice.
But there is anothertheory. Noll states that "as regulationbecomes
morecomplex with more groupsreceiving favorsthe opportunityarises
(for the destructionof the process] at the higher level of overall policy. "31 He suggests that new technology causes this increased complexity and reduces the cost of deregulatorytransactions. But his
interestingessay providesno linkageof technologicalchangeto airline,
railroad, brokerage, or trucking deregulation(and telephone deregulation, which can be linked to new technology, is the least complete at
both federal and state levels). Joskow and Rose review the studies of
price changes after decontrolthat indicategains by some and losses by
other groups, but they do not bring togetherthese findingsto support
an interest group theory of regulatoryreform.
Much the same patternof adverseeffects in the 1970s, followed by
decontrolin the 1980s, took place in the antitrustcourtsin this country.
Given the federal cases brought against AT&T, IBM, and Eastman
Kodak in the 1970s, it appearedas if growthof dominantfirmsby use
of new technology or from marketingadvantageswould be foreclosed.
But these cases collectively failed to penalize the dominantfirm, and
lower court decisions since then have essentially closed out such proceedings. Since antitrustis the most comprehensiveregulatorysystem
in this country, one might ask why this reversaltook place in the last
decade. Indeed, it is difficult even to determinewhat institution gets
credit for changing policy. The AntitrustDivision set other terms for
terminatingthe trials in the AT&Tand IBM cases, andJudgeKaufman
on appealreversedthat partof the decision againstEastmanKodakon
31. Schmalenseeand Willig (1989, vol. 2, p. 1268).
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the conduct of the dominantfirm. There is no foundationin the Handbook for developing an explanationfor currentrelaxationof antitrust.
Of course, it may be prematureto ask the Handbook to provide
economic insights into the causes for changes in public policy. But the
new theory of the firm should help one anticipatethe developmentof
markets(isn't that what the theory is about?). Spot field marketsfor
naturalgas and futuresmarketsfor baseloadelectricityhave developed
from nonexistenceto the multibillion-dollarlevel each year in the past
three or four years. Markets for display rights in airline passenger
reservationsystems and for transportationof electric power or natural
gas have producedtypes of contractsnever before seen in these now
partially regulated industries. Some of the new contracts have been
morethanimperfect,with high transactionscosts relativeto sales prices
and terms determinedby suppliers with marketpower. Did these innovative institutionsbecome a cause for deregulation,or were they a
consequence? Baron's essay provides some new clues to an answer,
with respect to the new spot and futuresenergy markets.Both replace
regulatoryagreementsin which the regulatorshad developed patterns
of highly opportunisticpricing behavior, and both operateas much as
possible outside of regulation.
The answer may help us understandwhy marketsfor pollution reduction credits have not developed, even though they were proposed
by economiststo reduceregulatorycosts fifteenyears ago.32The Clean
Air Act of 1990, while requiringcostly reductionsin emissions from
easternpower plants, supposedlyreducescosts partlyby allowing trading in emission rights amongthese sources(so thatthose with advanced
stackcleaning technology can reducetheirpollutantemissions cheaply
by more than what is required, so as to sell off the excess reductions
to others). But what if such marketsdo not develop because of "too
high" transactionscosts owing to regulatoryrequirementsfor trading
or becauseof the marketpowerof a few largeelectric powerproducers?
Whatimperfectionsdoes it taketo preventa new marketfromemerging?
32. Gruenspechtand Lave indicatethatextensivetradingin rightshas occurredonly
whenthe expansionof emissionsourceshas been called for. See SchmalenseeandWillig
(1989, vol. 2, p. 1538). (The Hahn and Hester (1989) article in the Yale Journal on
Regulationindicatesthe almosttotallackof developmentof marketmechanismselsewhere
in suchrights.)
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I looked for both theoretical and applied work that would form a
basis for evaluating the new policy instrumentsthat have come onto
the stage in the regulatorytheaterin the last few years. Duringthe late
1970s andearly 1980s Congresswas floodedwith proposalsfor generic
process for reducing excessive regulation. There were to be "zerobased" appraisalsof agencies that would either renew the legislative
mandateor abolish the agency on a time schedule. Otherplans called
for moving the agencies to the Executive Office with presidential(or
congressional, or court) vetting authorityover agencies' major decisions. These plans have not had the same public exposure in recent
years. Is there theory in public regulationor accumulatedexperience
with generic reform that can explain why these policies disappeared?
There have been fairly widespreadexperimentsat the state level and
in the United Kingdomwith "price caps" by which ceiling prices are
set in the publicutilities andthen adjustedperiodicallyby the difference
between the inflation rate and a designated productivitygrowth rate.
Are solutions to problemsin managingratebase regulationin inflation
consistent with interest group theory? The use of fines or charges for
exceeding standardshas been widely advocatedand recently adopted
in the 1990 Clean Air Act. Would charges and fines be more effective
thanequipmentrequirementsor emissions limits in achievingthe (whatever) goals of HSE regulation?33
Perhapsthe searchfor positive theoryfor policy analysisis misguided
and should be put aside in favor of focusing on the development of
more effective regulatoryagency procedures.This work is described
in Baron's essay. Although impressive for its originality and rigor, it
can scarcely be describedas ready for implementation.There may be
mistakes in judgmenton what to abstract.The approachis to construct
a highly abstractmodel of the firm, with an even more abstractmodel
of government,butto addrealisticdepictionsof the statesof information
and of the interactionpatternsbetween firmand government.Further,
it realistically depicts strategiesfor the regulatorwith less information
thanthe regulated.But the model of the regulatoryprocess is so limited
33. Gruenspechtand Lave discussWeitzman'smethodologyfor answeringthatquestion, but they makeno referencesto the empiricalworknecessaryto determinethe critical
elasticitiesof the supplyanddemandfunctionsfor "bad" reductionsto be achievedmore
effectivelyby the use of fines or by emissionslimits.
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that the resulting set of pricing rules cannot be tried in the agencies.
Price is a two-parttariff. The firstpartis negative, and the second, the
profitmarginon sales, varies from zero to a monopolylevel, depending
on what the agency wants to do. Is the first partpaid by the Treasury
to the firm or by the agency in auctioningthe license? This does not
seem to meet Gruenspechtand Lave's basic conditionfor good policy,
that the tariff have administrativesimplicity and transparency,as well
as the attributesof efficiency and equity.
What then makes the Handbook useful? The Noll, Brautigam,
Joskow-Rose,and Gruenspecht-Lave
chapterslead towardthe development of theory of the goal-settingprocess.34But currentlythere is not
enoughpositive theorydescribingwhat allows congressionalstaff to develop argumentsfor prioritiesin deregulation.Nor can predictionsbe
made aboutwhere marketswill develop in place of regulationor about
how well new policy instrumentsarelikelyto work.The specterof default
confrontsindustrialorganization-those makingdecisionsin government
andindustryon policy will turnto the financeprofessorsandthe political
scientistsfor expertiseand advice.
Comment by Sam Peltzman: Alvin Klevorickidentifies some important trends in the economic analysis of the firm and of government
regulation.The megatrendthathe identifiesis increasedsophistication.
Firms are no longer treatedmerely as cost functions. They are understood to be a complex set of relationshipsamong owners, managers,
workers, and so forth. Regulation is not merely a constraint easily
modeled as a dummy variable; it is now treated as the endogenous
outcome of interactionsamong politicians, constituents, bureaucrats,
and maybe a few others. The process, as well as the rules, matters.
For this reason economists increasinglydo interdisciplinarywork with
political scientists and lawyers, so increased sophisticationhas also
bred more humility.
As Klevorick points out, little of this increased sophisticationhas
filteredinto empiricalwork. By way of contributingto a fuller understandingof the Handbook, I want to focus on the empirical literature
34. I foundNoll's approachmorepromisingthanthatof GruenspechtandLave, since
they describethe goals of HSE regulationto be endogenouswithinthe agency. They do
not specifywhy then the legislaturecreatesthe agency.
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on regulation. Specifically, I will refer to two very good summariesin
the Handbook, one by Noll and the other by Joskow and Rose. I want
to use these summariesto indicatejust what methods are in fact used
by the leading empirical researchersin the field, at least those who
merit inclusion in these two surveys. By method I mean the overall
modeling strategyin the terms set out by Klevorick. That is, do they
go beyond a setup with the profit-maximizing,cost-minimizing firm
subject to or not subject to some exogenous deus ex machina called
"regulation" 9?.

By and large the answer to that question is no. There doesn't even
seem to be, at least in my reading of these surveys, any significant
movementtowarda more sophisticatedconceptualization.I will close
by indicating why I think naivete prevails in the empirical work and
what some of its advantagesmight be.
I begin with Noll's survey of tests of interest-grouptheories of politics. He identifiestwo main strandsin that empiricalliterature.Before
about 1970, the tendency was to look at outcomes, of prices, profits,
and so forth, in regulatedmarkets. If these were arguablycloser to a
monopolistic than to a competitive equilibrium, that would lead to
suspicion that interest groups were dominatingthe process. More recently, Noll says, researcherstend to look at politics. For example, do
congressionalrepresentativesvote with the maininterestgroupsin their
constituencies?Do the regulatoryagencies respondto the preferences
of Congress and interest groups in specific cases?
Here, there clearly has been some increase in sophisticationin that
the political context in which interestgroupsandregulatorsfunctionis
given explicit recognition. But that shift in attentionhas more of the
characterof substitutingone black box for another. In the earlier literature, "regulation" was the black box on the right-handside of the
regression. The appropriatecoefficient meantthatregulationgenerated
results favorableto interestgroups. The newer literatureputs variables
such as roll call votes on energy policy on the left-hand side of a
regression, and on the right-handside it puts some measureof interest
group strength such as how much coal or oil gets dug up in a state.
When one gets to the empiricalbottomline, neitherthe older approach
nor the newer one pays much attentionto process or complex interactions. That is not meant as criticism, it is just a fact.
Joskow and Rose survey the effects of regulation. This is a larger
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literature, although it overlaps the one that Noll reviewed. It is also
more diverse. The primaryquestion here is, What is the effect of regulation on X, whereX could be prices, profits, wage rates, innovation,
and so forth? Joskow and Rose distinguish four techniquesthat have
been used to answerthis question, of which two dominate. I will limit
myself to those two.
One of these is a comparisonof regulated,as opposedto unregulated,
firms.This can be done eithercross-sectionally,or it can be done before
and after some regulatory change. The other importantapproachis
structuralmodeling or simulationof regulatedfirms or markets. This
tends to be applied to cases in which all the firms or all the markets
are subjectto a similarkind of regulation.For example, one might ask,
Is thereovercapitalizationin the utility industry?One way this question
has been addressedis to estimate a productionfunction, then combine
estimates of marginal products and factor prices to deduce whether
there is too much capital in the industry.
How is regulationtreatedin these studies?By andlarge, very naively.
In the first approach-the comparisonof regulatedand nonregulated
firms-regulation is typically a dummy variable in regression. In the
second approach,some priortheoreticalbelief aboutthe effect of regulation, for example, something like the Averch Johnsonhypothesis,
is applieddirectly. There is usually no attemptto cope with the actual
complexity or variety of regulatoryagency procedure.
How are firms or marketstreatedin this literature?Also, fairly naively. The firmsare, by and large, profit-maximizing,cost-minimizing
entities of the type that Klevoricktells us the theoristshave long since
passedby. This is especially importantin the structuralmodeling, simulation branchof the literaturethat Rose and Joskow review. For example, if the questionis, Is thereovercapitalization?the answercomes
fromestimatinga departurefrom cost minimizationand attributingthat
to a regulatoryconstraint.
In readingthis very good survey of the literature,I did not discern
any broadtendency to move to more sophisticatedconceptualizations
of the problem. If there is a trend, it is toward more sophisticated
technique;and that occurs in several dimensions. Possibly, there is a
tendency toward more of the structuralmodeling and away from reduced-form, dummy-variableapproaches. There is possibly a trend
towardthe simulationof morecompletemodels andaway fromstandard
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modes of regressionanalysis. Forexample, one mightuse some existing
estimate of the relevant elasticities to calibrate a model of a market,
and then subject that model to some regulatoryshock.
Anothertrend, and this is common to all of the empiricalindustrial
organizationliterature,is the use of financial-marketdatato summarize
the effects of regulationin an effort to cut throughsome of the complexities. For example, one might ask a question, such as, Were the
railroadsforced to dissipatewealth via excess capacitywhen they were
more regulated? One answer could be derived by modeling of the
railroad-capacitydecision. Anotherincreasinglycommon approachis
to examine the behavior of railroad-stockprices when, for example,
events that increasedthe probabilityof deregulationoccurredand then
draw some inferences from the stock price behavior about what the
effect of the regulationwas on those railroads.
In summary,the broad picture is, we have an increasingly sophisticatedtheoreticalunderstandingof the problemof regulation,coupled
with more sophisticatedmeasurementtechnique.But the basic conceptualizationof the problemremainsprettymuchwhatit was twentyyears
ago.
One reason for this primitiveconceptualization,I believe, has to do
with how progressis currentlybeing made in the empiricalanalysis of
regulation. It is much more than we would like to believe via a steady
accumulationof well-organizedfacts, ratherthan throughstraightforward hypothesis testing. Consider, as one example, the effect of regulation on wages, which is one of the subliteraturesthat Joskow and
Rose summarize.There is no highly worked-outtheory of the effect of
regulation on wages, just some hunches guided by several theories.
(Joskow and Rose list four hypotheses that might lead to an effect of
regulationon wages.) In a case like this one, the tendency is to apply
a variety of techniquesto the problem.There are cross-sectionalwage
studieswith a regulatory-dummyvariableadded.Therearecomparisons
of pay for the samejobs in regulatedfirmsand, say, nearbyunregulated
firms. There are time-series studies, sometimes combined with crosssectionaldata, which take advantageof the regulatorychangesthathave
occurred,most prominentlythe deregulationof the late 1970s andearly
1980s. Inevitably, this literatureproducedconflicting results, but an
overall patternemergedsuggestingthat, on average, workersbenefited
from regulation.
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To the extent that there is progresshere, it comes from this steady,
incrementalaccumulationof results, and the process would, I think,
be impeded,ratherthanpromoted,if researchersdidn'thave a common
language. At least for the foreseeablefuture,thatlanguageneeds to be
fairly simple if one is going to find any intelligible patterns. A fair
characterizationof the way thatthis literatureon the effect of regulation
on wages treatsregulationis that usually regulationis regulation.It is
not a series of processes, each with its own peculiarities. Similarly,
not too muchattentionis paidto the internalstructureof firmsor unions.
Basically, firms are firms, unions are unions. Every firm and every
union has pretty much the same goal as any other, to the extent that
researcherseven explicitly recognize goals as a problem.
If that common language had been droppedafter the first few conflicting results, the fact-building process probably would have been
impeded, or it might even have dissolved into separatelines of inquiry;
for example, one might focus on the structureof unions and firms and
anotheron the interactionsof componentsof regulatoryagencies, and
so forth.
Progressdoes not, of course, requireresearchersto use the simplest
commonlanguage.Thereis, sometimes,a gain to recognizingthatfirms
are not firms or that regulatoryagencies differ. But even at this level,
it probablyhelps if the distinctionsareeasily incorporatedinto the work
of successive researchers.Thus one might distinguish firms by some
easily measuredattributesuch as their size or might distinguishregulation by some broadcharacterizationof the mode of regulation.
At some point, perhaps, deeper subtleties may prove useful points
of departurefor empiricalresearch, but I have a strong suspicion that
this is not going to happensoon. I thinkthat, for the foreseeablefuture,
empiricalresearch on regulation will continue to be an enterpriseof
building facts organizedarounda fairly simple theoreticalsuperstructure, which is little affected by a recentadvancesin theory. This is not,
of course, an altogetherappealingprospect.
For example, consider the literatureon the effects of airline regulation. This is a long literatureand, as such things go, a deep one in
the economics of regulation.It was initially conductedwithin a simple
theoreticalframeworkthat yielded some very fruitfulpredictionsabout
the effect of deregulationon prices and quality. But this simple framework also failed to predictother salient characteristicsof the industry
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that emerged after deregulation.There were, for example, changes in
the structureof prices and the firm-structureof the industrythat could
nothavebeenpredictedfromthatearlier,very simple, conceptualization
of the airline market.
One would like to think that the missed results would be inspiring
a lot of theoreticalworkon thingslike transportation
networksor pricing
strategies, which then feeds back to furtherempirical work. By and
large, however, this is not happening.Instead,the empiricalresearchers
tend to tweak the existing theory more or less as an excuse to get on
with fact building. Progressin this field is likely to continueto be slow
unless the hiatus between theoreticaland empiricalwork is narrowed.
General Discussion: Severalparticipantsdisagreedwith FranklinFisher's negative assessment of the state of theory in the industrialorganization field. While Fisher had questionedthe usefulness of theories
that are only applicable in specific cases, Lawrence White said that
there should be suspicions about any theories that apply to all cases.
He claimed that in such a situation "we are dealing with a tautology,
not with [a] theory." White noted that for such a practicalapplication
as antitrustwork, universaltheory was not necessary.
Steven Salop claimed that industrialorganizationtheory has been
very successful in telling stories to explain how various phenomena
occur. He cited as examples the explanationsfor how firms compete
in the presence of switching-costs, how informationexchange affects
the degree of competition, how price competitiondiffers from quantity
competition, and how firms can profitablydeter entry.
Commentingon Fisher's advocacy of more industrystudies, Mike
Scherer quoted George Stigler's half-humorousobservationthat two
such studies made in the same industrymay yield widely varyingconclusionswhen producedby two differentparties.As an example,Scherer
mentionedstudies surroundingthe IBM antitrustcase. In two different
studies, therewas little similarityin the analysis, facts, or conclusions.
Scherersuggestedthatgetting good empiricalinformationis partof the
solution to this problem.
MartinBaily also noted the mannerin which industrialorganization
(10) theory has ignored empirical information.As an example, Baily
said that there is convincing empiricalevidence that the social return
to researchanddevelopmentis higherthanthe privatereturn.He claimed,
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however, that if one examines 10 theoreticalliterature,one could conclude that "we have no idea whether [the] social returnis higher than
the private return, that we are just as likely to get competitive R&D
games that will mean that there is too much R&D as (ones that mean
that] there is too little."
In agreeingwith Baily, RalphLandausaid thatanotherproblemwith
theoretical approachesin 10 is that firms are treatedin ways that do
not reflect the real world. This fact, he said, has been exacerbatedby
dramaticchangesin the worldeconomy. He saidthatin orderto compete
againstforeign firmsin world markets,Americanfirmsmust engage in
practices that might once have been considered oligopolistic. While
those practicesmighthave once been viewed as havinga negativeeffect
on social welfare, today they might have positive welfare benefits for
the countrybecause of the mannerin which competitionhas changed.
Landauwas concerned that 10 theories had not taken changes in the
natureof competition into account and that these theories would be
used in antitrustlaw in a mannerthatwouldhave negativeconsequences
for the national economy.
Michael Whinston agreed with Fisher's claim that 10 models may
miss the richness of real-world situations. He said, however, that he
felt that the field was moving in the right direction on this issue. As
an example, he noted that while the Cournotmodel is incompletein its
applicability to many industries, developments such as the KrepsScheinkmanmodel have shed light on how to relate the applicability
of the model to actual industryconditions.
MichaelKatz claimed thatnot as muchprogresshas been made with
respect to 10 theory as some of the participantshad argued. He said
that while theories have undergonerefinementover the past twenty
years or so that might make their logic clearer, he doubtedthat there
had been much progress made in the explanatoryability of theory. As
an example, he said that while theories of informationexchange may
have improved our understandingof theories as theories, they have
done little to improveour understandingof the way in which the world
operates.
Severalof the participantsdiscussedthe relationshipbetweentheory
andempiricalwork in the field of industrialorganization. Ariel Pakes
disputedFranklinFisher's assertion that empirical work has not kept
pace with theory; he believed the situationto be exactly the opposite.
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As an example, Pakes said that if one examines plant data in a particular industry, one will be surprisedabout the heterogeneity of the
plants and the extent to which relative productivity and relative size
change over time. According to Pakes, while many empiricists have
attempted to explain these phenomena, theoretical models have not
been created to fit the data. Pakes claimed that "theoreticians have
given me no structure to help to analyze the kind of issues that I
want to analyze."
RobertMcGuckinsaid that from his work at the Census Bureauhe
has come to believe that many 10 economists are not interestedin a
carefulexaminationof the "facts. " McGuckinclaimedthatwhile labor
economists and generalmacroeconomistshave been willing to come to
the census and try to link the data with their theories, 10 economists
have been less enthusiasticabout working with the census data.
Dennis Mueller said that while 10's analysis of marketshad become
idiosyncraticwith its many special cases, with respect to the theory of
the firm, there still exists in 10 some "generalized-organizingprincimodels in
ples.'" He suggested going to refinedstructure-performance
marketanalysis.
RichardGilbertclaimedthatthe stateof industrialorganizationcould
be improved by engaging in an examinationof internationalexperiences. As an example, he cited the issue of deregulationin the electric
power industry.He notedthatby looking at countriesaroundthe world,
one will find many forms for the institutionalorganizationof this industry.This information,he claimed, can be helpful in determiningthe
optimal institutionalform for the industryin the United States.
Ronald Braeutigam said that one problem with the Handbook of
Industrial Organizationwas the publicationlag. Many of the articles,
he claims, were finished several years earlier. As a result, he said
that analyses of the latest governmentpolicy instrumentswere absent
from some of the Handbook and were therefore unable to influence
government policy. He specifically mentioned policy in the area of
price caps.
Janusz Ordover pointed out that 10 has skirted some issues that
shouldbe of fundamentalimportanceto the field. He had recentlybeen
in EasternEuropeand claimed that 10 had little to offer governments
there that are strugglingto privatizefirmsor build marketinstitutions.
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Instead, he said, privatization plans in Eastern Europe are being written
by lawyers and macroeconomists.
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